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Students get in touch with Mother Nature

WWWBGV1EWS.COM

The Outdoor Program aims to offer students adventure at lower cost
Yale holds
forum on sex
After an e-mail was
sent ranking the looks
of 55 freshmen,
students held small
forums to discuss the
issues involved | P*j« J

Putting a
check on
the federal
government
In a hypothetical State
of the Union address,

By Austin Arnold
Reporter

The cost of each trip varies, but
according to the Outdoor I'rogram
Vtfeb site, program members pay
Students can get a break from around $10 less per trip. Ijght
the books and the classroom and adventures are scheduled for this
catch a breath of fresh air explor- semester, includingabackpacking
ing nature through the various trip in Alabama, white water rafting in West Virginia and a canoeOutdoor Program trips.
The Outdoor Program allows ing trip in Kentucky.
AdamLerma.studentsupervisor
students to take part in several
different outside activities, such as of the program, said he's looking
white water raiting canoeing and forward to upcoming trips, espebackpack hiking trips.
cially the canoeing at Mammoth

Cave National Paris In Kentucky
and backpacking in Alabama.
"1 love being in the outdoors,''
l.erma said. 'And one of the greatest aspects of these trips is getting
to experience an outdoor adventure such as these with someone
who has never gone before."
Even though the outdoor trips
are intended to be entertaining
PHOTO PROVIDED B« THfOUTDOOR PROGRAM

OUTDOOR

GREAT OUTDOORS: Students can lake trips with the Outdoor Program that partakes In
outdoor activities such as rafting, canoeing and hiking in places like Mammoth Cave.

Ensuring an <f)[(f

Tanning beds as

strategy for bar-goers

says cancer study

faculty columnist Phil

bad as tobacco,

Schurrer questions
what citizens should
expect of their federal
government | Pag* 4

Calling for
continued
education
Columnist Marisha
Pietrowski wants to
remind certain vocal
conservatives that
President Obama

To take the "heat" off
local bar owners and managers, the BGFD recommends the following to
ensure each establishment
is a safe place to be in:

only wants
to encourage the
importance of
education to
students | Page 4

A rise in
child abuse
A children's hospital
in Columbus is
reporting that deaths
from child abuse have
more than doubled

in 20081 PageS

Two out of
three ain't bad
The Falcon volleyball
team took two out of
three matches over
the weekend in New
Orleans | Page 6

-Have at least two unlocked
exits at all times. Make sure
nothing is blocking either exit.
-Properly display the exit
signs abu,^ tha appropriate
doors. Make sure they are in
plain sight and can be seen
from afar.
-Install light-emitting diode
exit signs. Not only are they
inexpensive, but they also last
longer and are more effective
than traditional fluorescent
lights in exit signs.
-Make sure the flood lights
(back up lights) are functioning properly. In case of a power
outage, these signs will remain

Bowling Green firefighters make their rounds
to enforce Ohio Fire Codes
By Andy Ouripl
Senior Reporter

Some may not know the Bowling Green Fire Department goes out on
its own personal "Bar Crawls" three nights a week.
Even though the firefighters do not drink on duty, they visit all city
establishments serving alcohol and cany a special checklist, marking
off which hot spots are in violation of Ohio's Fire Codes.
Each Thursday, Friday and Saturday night, the BGFD visits all clubs
and bars in Bowling Green to maintain the safety of citizens. The firefighters list the fire hazards compromising safety and offer solutions
to management on how to fix the problems
Whether it is a blocked door, an exit sign not lit properly, or a club
over its capacity, making sure the building is as safe as possible is
essential to prepare for potential emergency situations, BGFD Fire
Chief Steve Meredith said.
"We have to make sure in the event of an emergency, the individuals will know how to get out of the buildings," Meredith said. "The
main purpose of being here is to protect life."
When firefighters report a violation, they do not issue fines or call
the police. Rather, they take note of what is wrong and check to see if
the problem has been fixed in the following days.
BGFD's Deputy Chief will assess a fine only if management continues to ignore the problem.
One restaurant improving safety is Buffalo Wild Wings. Due to a
burnt bulb in an exit sign behind the bar, firefighters suggested management put up new lights. One week later, the problem was solved
and all parties were happy.
"It's very important that they do routine checks. It keeps everyone
sate," said KristopherShepard, manager at Buffalo Wild Wings.
"lt)TJrill>HCini' I()OHllt'illIllnll)t'a>*XlH>l-<1lltlMvt(ll IISISIJUKL l*'-.int.
Shepard is in the majority by taking the advice from the BGFD and
working off their suggestions on how not to break the fire codes.
"We have excellent cooperation from the business people downtown,"
Meredith said. "They usually take care of the problems right away."
Firefighter Steve Tyda takes pride in his job no matter how small the
task might seem. Tyda, who routinely conducts these fire checks, said

By Rot* Schneider

Reporter

In recent years, tanning beds haw been seen as a
health risk, but they are now considered as deadly
as arsenic and mustard gas, according to an international cancer study.
The risk of skin cancer increases to 75 percent
when people start using tanning beds before
age 30, according to the analysis of 20 studies
published by experts at the International Agency
for Research on Cancer. The discovery lumps tanning beds and ultraviolet radiation with tobacco,
the hepatitis B vims, chimney sweeping and others as definite causes of cancer. Before this finding tanning beds and ultraviolet radiation were
classified as "probable carcinogens."
A recent release from the American Cancel
Society noted the study "has elevated tanning bods to its highest cancer risk category:
Ciircinogenic to humans." In light of the sur
vey, the American Cancer Society would not like
people to use tanning beds at all.
The I leat. a tanning salon in Bowling Green,
makes sure they post the rules about tanning.
"Everything the Ohio State Board requires, we
See TANNING
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CHRISTINA MCGINNS
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BROWN BAGGIN IT: In this BG New file photo taken
Sept 4.2008. students participate in a Brown Bag Luncheon.

Women's Center offers
advocacy programs
to students
By Christian Springer-Lewis
Reporter

While some may think the Women's Center
and the Women's Studies program are one in
the same, the two are actually very different.
"The Women's Studies Program is an academic department that offers Women's Studies as
a major or minor. [The Women's Center is| an
actual office that offers services. However, we do
collaborate on a lot of tilings." said Mary Knieger,
director of the Women's Center.
Many of these collaborations are programs on
advocacy against domestic violence and health,
she said.
"We have all sons of advocacy programs that
are offered to our students and the community.
We fight for women's rights and issues, but we
offer our services across the board regardless of
gender," Knieger said.
Even though many different activities are
offered, the Women's Center staff is relatively
small. Knieger is the only permanent, full-rime
staff member, along with four other pan-time
workers and several volunteers that help out.
"Everyone here is very committed," said A'ame
Kone, graduate assistant of the center. "I'm
See WOMEN | Page 2
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BLOTTER

FIRE

THURSDAY SEPT. 3

and E. Court Streets.

2:28 AM.

2:35 A.M.
Kjmberly Kesselmayer. 19, of Toledo.
-vas warned for tipping over empty
;fash cans at the corner of N.
\ospect and Ridge Streets

12:33 A.M.
Scott Matusek. 19. and Zachary
Veler. 19. both of Toledo, were
cited for possession of drug paraphernalia and Chandler Petrie. 19.
of Toledo, was cited for an open
container of alcohol, underage
possession of alcohol and littering on private property within the
200th block of N. Mam St.

Cory Stanevich. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for obstructing official business and disorderly
conduct when he was observed
urinating on the corners of N.
Summit and E. Evers Streets.

5:49 P.M.
Richard Dusseau II. 24, of
Perrysburg. was arrested for trafficking drugs when he was obtained
while selling ecstasy within the 100th
block of VV Wooster St.
4:36 P.M.
plainant reported unknown
^ubject(s) entered his residence
the 100th block of Crim St.
and stole a white Apple MacBook
1 at $2,000.
6:16 P.M.
ii'iployees of Barney's called and
• "ed that a group of males
1
I'rassmg employees and
'ardmg on the property.
827 P.M.
Jeffrey White. 18. of Bowling Green.
■ ted for underage possession of alcohol, possession of mariind possession of drug paraphernalia within the 1200th block of
E Wooster St.
Todd Tolford. 20. of Bowling Green.
■ KJ for littering from a motor
■

11:33 P.M.
Mitchell Mmnich. 20. of Bowling
Green, and Jonathan Scheer, 20. of
Bremen, Ohio, were cited for underage possession of alcohol and open
vr of alcohol on the corners
■ -:;iand High Streets.

FRIDAY SEPT. 4
1214 A.M.
James Field, 25. and Jonathon Field.
25. both of Thornville. Ohio, and
Eric White. 26. of Newark. Ohio,
were arrested for open containers of
alcohol on the corners of N. Main

WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE
GAS/HEAT

From Paqe l

in order for customers to haw a the people."
BG11) firelighter lake BOWS
good time when they visit downtown, they need to ix- ensured describes lbs whole process of
these fire checks as firefighters
the)' arc as sale as possible.
"It all comes down to the safety acting as an insurance policy.
factor. I don't see any other way While the instant gratification
of looking at it as protecting the of saving lives is missing, Bower
public, students and the patrons knows making a building safe
can limit many fire- related deaths
in bars and restaurants,'' be said.
And just because firefighters and injuries in the future
"Prevention is our number one
might not always Ix' tunning into
burning buildings does not mean thing Ix'causc we don't want to
fire checks are any less significant see anyone lose a life," he said.
when it comes to saving lives.

2:54 A.M.
Brooke Eliadis. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct with persistence within
the 400th block of S. Summit St.

12:39 A.M.
Grant Fisher. 25. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct when he was observed
urinating on the corners of E.
Court and N. Prospect Streets.

7:40 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) knocked off the passenger side rear window of his
vehicle within the 300th block of
Campbell Hill Road Damage was
valued at Si 50

12:34 A.M.
Nicholaus Oberhous. 18. of
Pemberville. Ohio, was cited for
prohibited acts when he attempted
to gain entry into Uptown/
Downtown with a fake Florida I.D.

3:27 P.M.
Complainant reported her textbooks, valued at $172. delivered to
her house were stolen within the
700th block of Seventh St.
11:24 P.M.
Logan Bartley. 18. of Cloverdale.
Ohio, was cited for an open container of alcohol and underage
under the influence of alcohol
within the 900th block of Third St.
11:49 P.M.
Kyle Fields. 21, of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct
when he was observed urinating
within the 700th block of Eighth
St.

1:26 A.M.
Michael Ryba. 21, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
trespass, criminal mischief and disorderly conduct when he entered
a house within the 100th block of
N. Prospect St. and took and an
empty keg and began throwing
trash in and outside of the residence.

12:08 A.M.
Bradley Kimmet. 20. of Ottoville.
Ohio, was cited for an open container of alcohol and underage
under the influence within the
800th block of Third St.

k

WATER

attract students with children to
attend our school"

For more infomiation on the
Women's Center, students can
visit the University Web site or
soon."
Kone is just one of the dedi- stop by the center itself in 1 lanna
cated members of the center and Hall room 108. The Women's
another is Itx'lta Kynarri, secre- Center also holds its Brown Bag
tary-office manager.
Lunch Series every Wednesday at
"I enjoy working here, it helps noon, which oners presentations
me to work with people; which on a variety of different subjects
is my passion, and I get to work over the lunch hour.
with a diverse group of people,"
Kynard said.
Ihe dedicated staff has many Next Brown Bag Luncheon:
plans up their sleeves for future What "Healthcare Disparities: Who
Loses Life or Limb?"
events.
When: Wednesday. Sept 9 noon to
"This year, we're working with 1 pm.
programs on campus to help stu- Where Women's Center. 107 Hanna
dents who become or already arc Hall
parents," Krucger said. "We want
working with the Silent Witness
Program which is being unveiled

SATURDAY SEPT. 5

2:14 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
subject punched him in the face
within the 100th block of N.
Summit St.

to implement and offer programs
to keep students in school and to

From Page l

11:51 P.M.
Robert Whitehurst II. 20. of
Norwalk. Ohio, was cited for open
container of alcohol and underage under the influence within the
500th block of E. Merry Ave.

1:49 A.M.
Two subjects were warned for
criminal trespass when they were
observed making out at City Park

WOMEN

From Paqe l

12:07 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) took their black mailbox
valued at $20 within the 400th
block of S. College Drive.

12:53 A.M.
Jacob Schultz. 21. of Defiance.
Ohio. Tremaine Boaz. 22. of Van
Wert, Ohio, and Lindsay Hannon.
21. of Bowling Green, were cited
for disorderly conduct when they
were observed fighting. Kayla
Etzler. 18. of Van Wert. Oho. was
cited for disorderly conduct for
fighting and underage under the
influence of alcohol within the
200th block of N. Enterprise St.

have out," said Amanda keltner,
an employee at The I Icat.
I M'II though tanning beds
have been added to the highest
cancer risk category, Kelmer said
she was still in support of Indoor
tanning.
"It's like saying water causes
drowning, so you should avoid
it,'she said.
keltner also said no customers
have asked about the new World
I lealth Organization statistics
regarding tanning.
lunior Ultoya Brown doesn't
think people take health studies
like this seriously.
"I've heard people say, at least
they know they'll look gotxl when
they die, "Brown said.
Rachael (largano, 19, from

Ohio University, said her grandfather had skin cancer and she
wants people her age to know
and understand just how bad
tanning is for someone's health.
Gargano recently paid a visit
to herdennatologist and said her
doctor told her skin cancer is the
number one cancer for women
in their twenties.
"People don't think about the
future," (largano said. "They only
think about now and how they
want to look."
However, University senior
Lucas Ratlin" said while he
believes tanning places should let
their customers know about the
new findings and all of the risks
associated with indoor tanning,
he understands why people tan
regardless of the risks.
"It's like any other thing," HatlilT
said. "They have a right to do
what thev want."

TANNING

8:36 A.M.
Complainant reported his/her cell
phone, valued at $200. was taken
from The Attic sometime during
the night.

12:43 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) pushed him down while
he was walking home on the corner of E. Court and N. Enterprise
Streets.
12:47 am
Nicole Reinhart. 20. of Findlay.
was cited for prohibited acts when
she attempted to enter Uptown/
Downtown with a false I.D.

"I think (lire checks arel probably more of an important of a
job," Meredith said. "Property can
Ix.' replaced, but you CBJfl replace

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list

• •

HASSLE
1 -800-GIVE-LIFE | givelife.org
I (800) 448-3543

Harley-Davldson Sportster Iron 883

BLOOD DRIVE
Tuesday, September 8, 2009
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ALSO INCLUDED
Two outdoor pools

24 hour emergency
maintenance

Wednesday, September 9, 2009
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online
Lease renewal bonuses
Referral award bonuses
Friendly staff
STOP BY AND SEE US
No appointments necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Oct 19
-Canoeing/rapelling Hocking Hills,
Ohio Oct 24-25
-Starlit Night Hike, Oak Openings.
Ohio Oct. 28
-Caving trip. Ky. Nov.14-15
-Winterbreak Backpacking, Sidsery
Wilderness. Ala. Dec. 28 - Jan. 3

••

••

••

••

if If If tf if

CABLE

On-site laundry facilities

Fall 2009 trips:
-White water rafting. Hico, WVa.
Sept 26-27
-Canoeing, Hocking Hills. Ohio Oct.
10 15
-Canoeing, Mammoth Cave
National Park. Ky. Oct. 10-13
-Kayaking workshop, Cooper Pool.
BGSU Student Recreation Center

If If I! If If

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

CURRENT
SPECIALS!

From Page 1
for the participants, there is also
another objective.
Assistant Director of Recreation
and Wellness lemma Ciabriel is in
charge of the Outdoor Program
and said it's not a club or organization, but rather a service provided
by the University.
"All of our trips air designed to
give students a new experience
that is fun and exciting, but they
an- also supposed to be a good
learning experience as well," he
said. "We want students to come
back with some knowledge of the
outdoors. It's not just looking at
cliffs but learning how to rappel
them instead.''
Along with the scheduled trips,
there are also custom trips available.
"If a Resident Advisor wanted to
plan a canoeing trip for his or her
floor, thiit can be made possible by
our program," Lerma said.
He encourages anyone who
might be interested in one of the
trips to give it a try.
"If it's something you've never
done before, give it some thought
because it is a great time," he said.
The cheapest trip is Kentucky
cave exploring at $66 for nonmembers and the highest price is
$196 for non-members backpacking in Alabama, according to the
program Web site. There is one
tree scheduled trip offered, however, to the Starlit Night hike in Oak
Openings, Ohio.
For more infomiation and
details, Ciabriel encourages students to visit www.bgsii.edu/n-cwell/. Brochures are also available
throughout residence halls and the
Student Recreation Center.

if if if W if

HIGH SPEED
INTERNET

CALL US

OUTDOOR

In the Multi-Purpose Room
at the
Bowen Thompson Student Union
For details, visit
h-dsales com
1-800-GIVE-LIFE
givebloodtoday.org

'
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looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
TjieBG
NeWS is now
looking for reporters,
copy editors, photographers, videographers. columnists
and cartoonists.

BUILD YOUR
RESUME
GET REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK
PUBLISHED DAILY

Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.
com. call us at
419-372-6966 or
just swing by our
newsroom in 210
West Hall.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preferredprop0rti0sco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor of Wood County, LLC
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apt-i. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom 8 Efficiencies
Houses

CUMULUS TOLEDO

Individuals who are at least 17 years old (16 with parental permission in some states), meet
height and weight requirements (at least 110 pounds based on height) and are in general good
health may be eligible to donate blood. Red Cross donor card or positive ID required. Call
1 -800-GIVE LIFE (1 -800-448-3543) or log on to givelife.org for more information,
c 2009 The American National Red Cross
08/09AP999

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frt: 8-4:30
530 S Maple St

419-352-9378

CAMPUS

Tuesday. September. 2009 3

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some events taken from ovefflibqiuedi

10 a.m. - 5 p.m
September Blood Drive
The Blood Owe will be held today (torn
11 a m. lo 5 p.m. and tomottow fiom
9 am. to 5 p.m. Mote infotmation Is
on Facebook under the group named
"BGSU Blood Drive Inside Scoop"
Union Multi-Purpose Room

12:50 - 5 ft p.m.
Gamma Phi Beta
bake sale
Union Oval

f"2?

7 • 9 pm
NPHC Meet the Greeks

A UNIQUE
KIND OF
GAMING
EXPERIENCE

An informational session (or eight ol
the nine historically African-American
fraternities and sororities.
Union Multi-Piirpose Room

7 • 10 pm.
Auditions for
the Improv Team

SOME FREE TIME:

--r ore Nick

• it Varna'iDX16 game in

112 South Hall

the Union game room last night "I usually
play three lo four times a week in between

8 - '0 pm
Pub Unplugged:
Paul Circle

classes if I have lime 10 kill or money to
spend." Sudik said. "I'm pretty sure it's the
only game of its kind in Ohio and it's pretty
rare in the US in general"

The Black Swamp Pub
PHOTOS BV CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

Yale responds to controversial 'scouting report' with sex forum

' Possible swine flu
case alarms University
of Nebraska-Omaha
By No«ll« Lynn Blood

By Vivian Yee
and Lauren Rosenthal
The Ycle Daily News (U-Wire)

student's name.
The student had been
exhibiting symptoms but
A potential case of the MINI continued lo attend rehearsflu virus was discovered in als because she felt "the show
the UNO Theatre Department. must go on," Harrison-Gorey
A member of the FAUST the- said in an e-mail.
Students should not panic,
atre group continued to attend
rehearsals last week despite said Dr. Philip Smith, chief of
feeling sick, prompting the infectious diseases at UNMC.
"You don't want to overreact
President of FAUST to send a
warning e-mail to members on to it," Smith said.
People at high risk for MINI
Sunday morning.
FAUST President Andy Shaw infection are the same as those
said he was not 100 percent cer- for seasonal flu, according to
tain if the girl was diagnosed the Centers for Disease Control
with HIN1. Shaw sent another Web site. This includes the
e-mail on Sunday afternoon to elderly, children younger than
5, pregnant women, people
clarify her diagnosis.
Shaw said he didn't "want to with chronic health problems
be the one to cry wolf over this such as asthma and people
with immunodeficiencies such
potential case.
"I apologize for last night's as HIV or AIDS.
"If someone has H1N1, it
scare about the H1N1 incident."
he said in his follow-up e-mail. has potential to spread to oth"It was Influenza A, not a con- ers," Smith said. "Fortunately,
firmed case of H1NI, but I felt it's still a mild illness. Healthy
the need to at least warn every- people who are exposed may or
one if there is even a potential may not get it,"
Smith said FAUST members
chance that the FAUST group
who worked within (> feet of
could be in danger."
He encourages all FAUST the student should seek medimembers to see a doctor if they cal attention if they exhibit
potential symptoms.
develop flu-like symptoms.
"If those people are basically,
The girl has been on antibiotics since*Monday and her healthy, I wouldn't do anydoctor cleared her to return to thing," Smith said. "If they get
sick, go to a doctor, tell them
campus.
Shaw declined to release the you were exposed to the flu,"
The Gateway (U-Wire)

Did you know?
More than 20 million sets
of Monopoly have been
sold over the past
seven decades.

"Of course we think strong action should be
taken against whoever wrote the e-mail, but

lii the wake of last week's nowwhat we can do right now is start a broad
infamous "l'reseason Scouting
Report" e-mail, a collection of conversation in the community about sex..."
student groups gathered over the
Blair Lanier I Yale Women's Center Business Coord
weekend lo discuss sexuality at
Yale University.
A Sunday forum titled "A should be taken against whoever versy of early 2(X)H, when 12 StuConversation about Sex at Yale" wrote tlx' e-mail, but what we can do dents affiliated with the fraternity
brought together more than 80 stu- right i KM is start a broad conversation Zeta Psi wen' photographed outdents and faculty in response lo in the community about six at Yale," side the (tenter holding a sign thai
the "Scouting Report," an anony- said student lilair Lariat a Wbmens read "We I ove Yale Sluts.'"! hat year,
die Outer threatened legal action
mous; widely circulated e-mail Center business coordinator.
Women's Center coordinators before demanding policy changes
ranking the physical altractivenexs
of S3 women in the class of 2013. employed the discussion formal from the university administration
Volunteers from student organiza- to encourage participants to speak in response to the incident.
About 25 students volunteered
nonsincluding the Women's ('.enter, openly about the sensitive topics.
women's athletics teams, somrilies Women's Center board member to moderate the Sunday discusand cultural houses led small, infor- Uoimia Bredes said. (Disclosure: sion groups, split liy gender into
mal discussion groups in rooms Bredes is a staff photographer for four groups of men and 10 groups
throughout William L darkness ThcYale Daily News.)
of women, lanier said, lunior
The community fonim stood in Hhiana Gunn-Wright, tile Outer's
Hall, addressing topics such as
contrast to the Center's aggressive constituency coordinator, said the
Yale's so-called "hixikup culture."
"Of COUrae WG think Strong action res|x>nse to the "Yale sluts" contro- decision to divide by gender was

State budget cuts close California State

made to create a safe environment for participants. The groups
worked oil'a set of suggested questions prepared by the Women's
Center. In one discussion group,
the conversation turned to the
topic of how relationships develop
on campus.
,
"If relationships start as a hookup
or sex, or something much more
physically intimate, is that right?"
asked moderator Amy Larsen. a
Freshman counselor in Calhoun
(telsga "Is that healthy for men and
women? Is that just the way it is'?"
Before die attendees broke into
groups. Women's Center organizers addressed the crowd, acknowledging the e-mail's impact.
"We hope you know that the
'Preseason Scouting Report' was
not indicative of the attitudes of
most men here," Gunn-Wright
said. "This event was created
in response to the 'Preseason
Scouring Report,' hut that will not
lx' the primary focus of the event."

festival series

University's doors for spring 2010 semester

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
2009 I 2010

By Don Clyde

consider other options, according to leslie Smith, City College
associate vice chancellor of govCalifornia State University's deci- ernmental relations.
sion to reject most admission
"If one-third of the students arc
applications for the spring 2010 accepted to CSU in the spring.
temi will impact hundreds of City the impact could be tremendous."
College students and may further smith said.
stress the school's resources.
Data from the Office of Research.
The decision was made in order PlaniiingandGrantsat City College
to tackle its $584 million budget shows that about one-third ol'City
reduction. CSU campuses operat- College students who transfer
ing on the quarter system stopped to CSU do so during the spring
accepting applications for the win- temi. During spring 2008,4fi2 City
ter temi as of July 6,2009.
College snidents enrolled at CSU
Public higher-education insti- and another 601 enrolled during
tutions across California took spring 2007, research officer Steve
massive hits in order to close Spurring said.
California's S2B.3 billion deficit for
City College plans to ait 800
total classes during 2009-2010 to
2009-2010,
Students who planned to meet its own budget shortfall of
enroll at CSU campuses during $18-S20 million. About 270 classes
the spring 2010 semester will now were cut for fall 201)!) and the addineed to decide whether to stay at tional 530 classes will be cut in
City College, join the work force or spring 2010.
The Guardsman (U-Wire)

Sphinx Chamber Orchestra
Damon Gupton. conductor
with Elena Urioste, violin
and the Harlem String Quartet
The Louise F. flees Memorial Concert

Sunday, September 13, 2009
3 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center
Adult Tickets S36, 128 & {20
Student Tickets $29, J22 & $15
www bqsu eduf estrvalseties

To order.

call 419/372-8171
or 800/589-2224

BGSU.
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M
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Check your credit score
for FREE, once a year,
at annualcreditreport.
com-this is the only
FREE site.

Professor of Accounting, Eastern Michigan University
Treasurer, EMU-AAUP
Chair, Collective Bargaining Congress, AAUP
speaking on

Brought to you by:

STODEOTMONEY
"BOSU.
www.b9su.edu/smm1
419.372.22S2

"The Future of Health Insurance"
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tefmake class so mu<*•**

Doughnuts' made from
scratch and baked daily.
'Nougfa said.

Bowen Thompson Student Union Rm 316

StimtneFs Market

Tuesday, September 8,2009
1:00 pm

l 220 W. Wooster • Bowling Green
41^.352.7792

ind Glass City federal Credit Union
www.9lasscityfcu.com
1155 N. Main St. BG
419-352.0787

'i;

Free and open to the public
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"The main purpose of being here is to protect life."
- BGFD Fire Chief Steve Meredith, on the fire department
going to bars to make sure they meet the fire code [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Whatjobdoyouwishyoucouldshadow?

k

"Hugh Hefner's job,

"A fighter pilot,

"Aphotojoumalistfor

"I'd shadow Thorn

foi obvious reasons."

for the speed and

National Geographic I

Yorke. He's part of.

intense loops"

love travel, knowledge,

one of the best bands

Have your own take on

«nd photography"

of the last 20 years"

today's People On The

ERICA MclNN IS.
Sophomore.
Psychology

KENNY MdNNIS,
Sophomore,
Undecided

a question? Give us your

WES GILBERT,

TYLER WARD,
Senior.
Theater

Junior
VCT

Federal intrusion can be checked
by looking to the Constitution,
empowering state governments
tations. Second, regardless
of who provides for us, we
eventually pay for it.
A little history is in order.
The federal government was
conceived as a "government
in chains." The Constitution
was ratified only with the
Editor's note: The following
insertion of the Bill of Rights,
is a hypothetical State of the
which served to protect the
Union speech, hopefully to
people from an overpowerbe delivered by a yet-to-be
ing federal government. One
elected president in the notof the recurring debates in
too-distant future.
our history has been the size
Mr. Speaker, members of and scope of federal involveCongress, honored guests, ment in our daily lives.
For example, the state of
my fellow Americans:
Many years ago, Ronald New York built the Erie canal
Reagan began a speech by because the federal governsaying, "1 am going to talk ment refused to become
of controversial things." involved. It cost S7 million,
Tonight, I propose to do the a large sum in those days,
and was financed through
same.
In our nation's long his- tolls. Today, the Army Corp
tory, we've faced many chal- of Engineers would probably
lenges. Today we face a new oversee the project and users
challenge, one unique in our would probably earn a tax
history. We're not fighting credit.
Until 1965, the federal govoutside enemies; we're at war
ernment had no involvement
with our own expectations.
For decades, Americans in health insurance other
have increasingly relied on than for its employees or
the government to provide retired veterans. Now, most
them with not only the fun- Americans believe health
damental protections of law care is a right that should not
as laid down in our Bill of only be protected but also
Rights, but also ihe basic provided for, if necessary, by
necessities of life. Today, the federal government.
We have strayed far from
we expect government to
provide us with retirement the Founders' ideal of a limincome, clean-water and air, ited federal government
Tocqueville, the great
pre-school activities for our
youngsters and a guarantee observer of America in the
early 19th century, spoke of
of health care for all.
The problem is that we "soft despotism." His predicassume government will tion is that the nation would,
write the check. And the be "reduced to nothing betresult is that we've tun up ter than a flock of timid
and industrious animals, of
huge deficits.
It is not a matter of scal- which the government is the
ing back our expectations. shepherd." He observed that
It is a matter of reacquaint- the difference between noring ourselves with two very mal despotism and "soft desbasic concepts: First, the fed- potism" is that we elect our
eral government was never shepherds.
1 do not believe for one
intended to meet thoseexpec-

moment that life should be
"solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short," as Thomas
Hobbes described, or that
people should be without the
basic necessities of life. But
1 do not believe the federal
government is responsible
for providing us with food,
clothing, shelter, health care
a nd t he rest of t he t fl i ngs t hat
are a human being's entitlement.
We need to become reacquainted with the Tenth
Amendment, which simply
states that the powers not
delegated to the federal government by the Constitution
are reserved to the states or
to the people. In short, we
need to look to our_ states
and, most importantly, to
ourselves for providing the
wants and needs of living.
To accomplish this at the
federal level, I am proposing
the following:
- A balanced budget
amendment
- Term limits for all elected
federal officials
- A line-item veto for the
president
- Curtailing the money
influence enjoyed by lobbyists
- More detailed reporting
of the financial holdings and
dealings of elected officials
- A super majority in the
House and Senate must pass
changes in tax law.
By doing these things,
we can begin to place the
Federal Government and the
states back into their proper
roles and insure "the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity."
Thank you and God Bless
America.
Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com

LETTERSTQ THE EDITOR
Thanks from Coach
Clawson and BGSU
football
Hello BGSU students and
the campus community,
On behalf of my coaching
staff, the players and all of
BGSU athletics, thanks so
much for your attendance
of our 31-14 season opening victory over Troy at the
Doyt this past Thursday.
Without a doubt, your
presence and energy for
all four quarters were huge

factors in helping will us
to a huge win to start our
season, and though the
actual attendance number
of 5,686 came up short of
our intended goal to break
the all-time student attendance record for a BGSU
home football game, it
ranks as the fourth largest of all-time, and that
is certainly something to
be excited about and build
on.
Thanks so much again,
and I look forward to seeing you on Saturday, Sept.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news stofy?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

26, when we return home
to take on nationallyranked Boise State. Kickoff
is set for 7 p.m. under the
lights at the Doyt. I hope
you'll make an entire day
of it by showing up early
in the parking lots to tailgate pre-game, and it's our
annual orange out game,
so be sure to wear your
favorite orange Falcon
gear as we look to orange
out the Broncos!
Roll Along!
— Dave Clawson, BGSU
head football coach
Respond to Dave at
thenews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA P0TTH0FF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

k

Bowling Green, Ohio 4340? | Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Street? Or a suggestion for
feedback at bgviewscom.
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Allowing students to watch
Obama speech will ensure they
stay informed about the nation

Today, President Barack
Obama will be addressing
schools all across the country
via C-SPAN and the Internet
on the reasons why children
should value and put effort
into their education.
It is hardly a first for a
president to address students
directly. Presidents George
H.W. Bush and Ronald
Reagan spoke to the demographic during their presidencies. However, Obama's
speech is drawing the ire of
conservative detractors, who
claim that this address will
be used to inspire children to
believe in the same policies
as the president.
This is not a speech meant to
present a platform to children
or indoctrinate them into a
certain line of thinking. While
it's easy in today's polarized
political climate to nitpick
all aspects of a politician's
actions, looking for bias and
propaganda, it is possible that
the president's speech is simply to stress the importance of
education to students.
Yes, the accompanying
material sent to the schools, in
which teachers were instructed to ask students "what they
can do to help the president"
contained material that was
ill-advised. However, changes made to the material, with
questions focused more on
student educational goals
rather than presidential goals,
can still allow for students to
think about what messages
the president is sending to
them without outright support of a political platform or
ideology.
President lohn F. Kennedy
famously stated, "Ask not
what your country can do
for you; ask what you can do
for your country." Without

directly quoting his predecessor, it seems Obama's message
is similar to that of Kennedy's.
It means that one must take
responsibility for the direction of their country by being
involved in its future.
What simpler way can students impact their future and
the country's future than by
doing their best in school
to ensure a good job later in
life? Obama's message is not
one of political fulfillment,
but of the self-fulfillment of
those listening. It's possible
to do well by yourself and
your country without directly
supporting a political agenda.
Allowing students to view the
speech will not tie them to a
political ideology.
Schools receive funding
from the government the
president leads, so it does not
seem much of a stretch for
him to speak directly to those
affected by his actions.
President George W. Bush
employed the same public
relations move when signing
No Child Left Behind into
law in 2002, by appearing
at Hamilton High School in
Hamilton, Ohio, for a largescale photo opportunity.
While the signing was not
nationally broadcast like
Obama's speech, it did use
the public education system as a means to promote a
political agenda.
President Obama will not
be actively campaigning specific Democratic legislation
to the children, so why are
so many people up in arms,
threatening to keep their children home from school and
refusing to let them watch the
speech?
If students or their parents disagree with President
Obama's message, this speech
probably won't succeed in
changing their minds about
him. However, what's the
harm in being educated about
what's going on in the government, even if you disagree
with it? Education not only
involves developing informed

opinions, it also should involve
possessing a fair degree of
knowledge about the opposing side of an issue.
Whether a parent or school
administrator thinks Obama's
policies are positively or negatively affecting the country
should not matter. Not allowing children to hear him speak
will not help students figure
out why they should or should
not support his policies.
Rather, it will breed further
ignorance amongst a generation that already has enough
distractions in their lives
keeping them from paying
attention to current events.
Of course, even if parents and schools' efforts to
prevent students from seeing the speech (and subsequently supporting Obama's
policies) succeed, the damage may have already been
done. As Conan O'Brien stated in his monologue Friday
night, the fact that students
may be able to miss school
to avoid the speech is why
they have named Obama
"best president ever."
All joking aside, allowing
students to listen to the president's speech, no matter the
topic, will help students know
more about their leader and
form their own opinions about
him. Educators should be
allowing children the opportunity to hear what President
Obama has to say to them. He
is their president just as much
as he is the president of the
voting public, and students
should be familiar with him,
no matter the party affiliation
of their parents or educators.
A call for continued education should not be denied. The
speech can send a message
to students, not only about
the importance of attending school, but also of paying attention to the actions of
their leaders.
Respond to Marisha at
thenews@bgnews.com.
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Former Rep. Joseph
Kennedy nixes Senate
campaign

Astronauts have one
last job before parting
company

Wisconsin police have
'person of interest' in
homicides

BOSTON - Former Rep Joseph
P. Kennedy II. ihe eldest son or" Robert
F. Kennedy, announced yesterday he
would not run for the U.S. Senate seat
held lor nearly 50 years by his late
uncle. Edward M. Kennedy.

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.-The
astronauts aboard the orbiting shuttle
and station will soon part company.

MILWAUKEE-A Milwaukee
newspaper reported yesterday that '
local police had arrested a suspect in
connection with the killings of seven
women, including six suspected prostitutes, over a 21-year period that started
in 1986

The 15 space travelers have one last
job to accomplish together before the
hatches between their spacecraft are
closed late yesterday A moving van
holding a ton of trash and discarded
equipment will be moved back aboard
Discovery The shuttle will undock
today.

In a statement, the former six-term
congressman said he cares about those
seeking decent housing, fair wages
and health care But he added. "The
best way for me to contribute to those
causes is by continuing my work at
Citizens Energy Corp."

Yesterday, shuttle astronaut Jose
Hernandez told a TV interviewer his
presence in space is proof that by
working and studying hard, 'any dream
can be achieved." He grew up in a
migrant worker family from Mexico.
And the station's new resident. Nicole
Stott. said she's looking forward to
watching the planet over the next three
months. She took up a watercolor kit to
paint what she's seeing.

The nonprofit organization provides free heating oil to the poor, but
Kennedy likely would have faced campaign questions about fuel it received
from Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez - a persistent U.S. critic.
-Glen Johnson (AP)

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
reported that the suspect, a 49-yearold Milwaukee man. was arrested
Saturday and booked on a temporary
felony warrant.
Poke spokeswoman Anne E
Schwartz would not confirm an arrest
yesterday, telling The Associated Press
only that police were talking with a
"person of interest in connection with a
number of cold-case homicides.
The police department scheduled a
news conference for yesterday evening

One dead, others
injured in Mississippi
prisoner van crash
HATTIESBURG.Miss(AP)
- Prisoners were being treated under
guard at a hospital after a private
prisoner van crashed in southern
Mississippi, killing the driver and injuring several others
The van was carrying thiee guards
'and nine inmates when it drove
off an interstate Sunday, hitting an
embankment and trees before flipping
over, police said One guard and two
prisoners were :n critical condition late
Sunday
The van was carrying prisoners
from Texas and Louisiana to diffeient
detention centers located along the
East coast. All 12 occupants had to be
cut from the crumpled wreckage of the
white van. which lay on its roof with its
windows shattered amid broken trees.

-DineshRamde(AP)

-MarciaDunn(AP)

Obama exhorts kids
to pay attention in
school

More smoke expected
from deadly LA-area
arson fire

WASHINGTON - In a speech that
drew fire even before he delivered it.
President Barack Obama is telling the
nation's schoolchildren he "expects
great things from each of you."

LOS ANGELES - More smoke was
expected to rise out of the Angeles
National Forest yesterday as firefighters burned back heavy brush to contain
•the deadly arson lire in mountains
north of Los Angeles

"At the end ol the day. we can have
the most dedicated teachers, the
most supportive parents, and the best
schools in the world." Obama said
"And none of it will matter unless all of
you fulfill your responsibilities

The blaze was 56 percent coitained
yesterday morning, but Forest Service
spokesman Nathan Judy said residents
of Pasadena and other foothill cities
near the San Gabriel Mountains would
see firefighters still hard at work

The White House posted Obama's
remarks on its Web site at midday
yesterday He s scheduled to deliver
the talk from WakefieM High School in
suburban Arlington. Va., today. It will
be broadcast live on C-SPAN and on
the White House Web site.

'II people see crews working around
their neighborhoods without any
smoke or llames near by. that's contingency work It's not because lire's
coming that way." Judy said "II temperatures go up. il humidity goes down
again and the winds pick up. we want
to be prepared lor whatever happens."

Obama's planned talk has proven
controversial, with several conservative
organizations and individuals accusing
him of trying to pitch his arguments
too aggressively in a local-education
setting White House officials, mclud
mg Education Secretary Arne Duncan,
have said the allegations are silly

Fire officials said the blaze has
blackened 157.220 acres, or 246 square
miles, of forest as it burns deeper into
the wilderness m its thirteenth day.
-Raquel Maria Dillon (AP)

- Ann Sanner (AP)

Child abuse cases increase at Ohio hospital

fill PHOTO ■!■:
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GET UP. STAND UP: President Obama (above) spoke to supporters during a rally in Toledo last year

Obama thanks
labor for hard-won
rights at work
By Darlan*
Superville
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — President
Barack Obama declared yesterday that modern benefits
like paid leave, minimum
wage and Social Security "all
bear the union label," as he
appealed to organized labor
to help him win the health
care fight in Congress.
"It was labor that helpedbuild the largest middle class
in history. So, even if you're
not a union member, every
American owes something
to America's labor movement," said Obama, whose
run for the presidency was
energized in no small part
by unions.
Obama asserted that "our
recovery plan is working,"

but repeated that he won't be
satisfied until jobs are much
more plentiful.
Shortly after taking the
oath, Obama confronted a
rapidly deteriorating economy, a clogged credit system,
failing or ailing banks and a
shaky stock market. He used
his speech here to tick off a
host of steps the administration has taken to steady
the economy, and he made
a special pitch for the health
care overhaul he has pushed.
"We have never been this
close," Obama said. "We
have never had this broad an
agreement on what needs to
be done." He accused vested
interests of trying to thwart
it. Some union-circulated
posters held up by audience members proclaimed,
"Health Care Can't Wait."

COLUMBUS (API — Deaths
from child abuse more than
doubled in 2008 at the children's
hospital in Columbus, and a
doctor there is concerned that
the economy may be to blame.
Recdrds at Nationwide
Children's Hospital show 12
cases of fatal abuse in 2008
compared with five in 2007,
Dr. Philip Scribano told The
Columbus Dispatch for a
story yesterday.
Child-abuse head traumas
increased from 24 to 43. And
overall abuse cases jumped 2(>
percent. Scribano said abuse
cases are up an additional 15
percent through )uly 2009 compared with the same period last
year.
Statewide, abuse and neglect
allegations increased 14 percent
from 2005 to 2007, according

to the Public Children Services
Association of Ohio.
The hospital is working
With Children's Hospital of
Pittsburgh to see if there is a link
between a down economy and
child-abuse brain injuries. Both
hospitals report an increase in
abuse, but a decrease or lack of
change in the number of nonabusive injuries, such as falls
or other.
FredWulczynofthcUniversity
of Chicago's Chapin Hall Center
for Children said a relationship between a poor economy
and severe abuse has not been
proved, and that it's difficult to
rule out other possibly causes
of abuse, including more births
to teens, boyfriends living with
unrelated children and fewer
married parents.
But Scribano said abuse num-

bers "really exploded in the last
two quarters of 2008."
"One could argue pretty
compellingly that the most
potent explanation is, in fact,
the economic decline," said
Scribano, medical director at
the hospital's Center for Child
and Family Advocacy. "I do
believe that there is something between the stress that
families experience during a
downturn and how that stress
is manifested in the home."
Dr. Rachel BergerofChildren's
in Pittsburgh expressed concern
that budget cuts affecting child
and family welfare programs
could lead to more child abuse.
"We're taking away all the
supports.'' she said. "One of
our counties is going to go from
47 child-protection workers to
eight.''

For their part, some elements within the labor movement have indicated frustration with Obama, who traveled to Cincinnati to speak
to a state AHL-CIO gathering,
because some key items such
as legislation making it easier for people to join unions
has languished in Congress.
To vigorous cheers, Obama
made a pitch for the bill in
his speech. He also noted
i-h,it the first bill he signed
into law was one guaranteeing equal pay for equal work.
Obama spent a good deal
of his time extolling the virtues of the union movement.
"We remember that the
rights and benefits we enjoy
today were not simply handed out to America's working
men and women. They had
to be won," he said.

GreekBGSU

Meet the Greeks
Tuesday Sept. 8th from 6-9
OlscamplOI
It's a meet and greek (101),
Q&A, and info session
about upcoming events!
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NPHC hosts an event each semester where its chapters
are displayed for students on campus for those interested
in Historical Black Fraternities and Sororities. Students can
ask NPHC organizations questions either as a whole or
ndividual chapters.
The Divine Nine organizations represented on
BG's campus will have:
• Tables decorated in the organization's colors and pictures
• Info about the organization and upcoming chapter events
• Ways to get involved with the chapter
• An Interactive Program
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Athletic department happy with student turnout
By Andrew Harntr

dents on hand to open the Dave
Clawson era of lit! foothall.
"Obviously, we were thrilled,"
Delehoy said. "It was an outstanding showing by the BGSU

Sports Editor

FOOTBALL
Barnes earns MAC

Despite felling over 4,000 students short of their goal, the athletic department was still very students."
The athletic department was
pleased with the student turnout
at last Thursday's football home "ecstatic" about the intensity of
the fourth largest student crowd
opener.
Marketing Director Brian in Doyl I'erry Stadium history.
Delehoy said that while the goal Many of those students stayed
was to cycle 10.0!i2 students for the entire game and were
through the gale, there was noth- rewarded as the falcons preing wrong with having 5.686 stu- vailed 31-14 over Troy.

But that hasn't always been
the case. In recent years, the student attendance at the end of the
game has been far less than it
was at the beginning of the game
several times.
It was also larger than an
average student crowd, which
Delehoy said usually hovers
between 2.500 and 3,000 each
season.
"I've always said, and I always
will [say), the energy and what
students add to the atmosphere

is huge," Delehoy said.
coach. At home. A Great crowd,"
That was true Thursday as the said quarterback Tyler Sheehan.
largest student crowd for a Falcon "1 don't think we could script it
season opener used Thunderstix any better."
to amp up the team throughout
And given the fact so many
their comeback.
students stayed until the end
With BG trailing 14-0 early in gives the athletic department
the game, those who stayed in hope that the stadium will see
their seats the whole game were similar crowds in the remaining
treated as the Falcons scored 31 five home games,
unanswered points, including 24
"We'll see how the season plays
in the second half, to rally for an out," Delehoy said. "It was such
upset victory.
a great showing and they all had
"It was a huge win for us. New such a great time."

East POW Honors
Senior wide receiver Freddie
Barnes was named the MidAmerican Conference East
Division's Offensive Player of
the Week for his performance
against Troy when he had 15

1

receptions for 157 yards and
two touchdowns. Barnes'
15 catches set the program

*

record for receptions in a
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SUCCESS

game. It was the first Player
of the Week honor in Barnes'
career.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
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Domek leads team as Falcons take
two of three at New Orleans tournament

i

9

News Sports Blog for con-

By Chri.Sojka

son.
BG struggled from the
beginning, hitting .033 in the
After the volleyball team's first set and .077 in the second
first loss of the season, senior set, whileatough NewOrleans
Corey Domek came into the team took control and hit .367
in the opening set.
next match on a mission.
"We just couldn't get it
In that first match against
New Orleans, the Falcons going," said coach Denisc Van
hit a season-low .096. Last De Walle. "We didn't produce
weekend in the second match much offense at all, as you can
against Texas Tech, Domek hit tell from the numbers. New
an impressive .300 and had 19 Orleans is a very good volleyball team."
kills.
"They are bigger t han we are
It was Domek and the left
side hitters that helped the and executed nearly a perfect
Falcons bounce back from an game plan against us. They
opening loss to defeat Texas exploited some of our weakTech and Southern Louisiana nesses right away."
Shari Luther led the Falcons
in last weekend's Radisson
NewOrleans Airport Privateer witheightkillsandfourbbcks,
while Emily Kauth added
Invitational.
The Falcons started off the seven kills with a team best
tournament with a 25-16, 25- .333 attacking percentage.
19,25-22 loss to New Orleans,
See SUCCESS | Page 7
endingtheteam'sfour-match
win streak to start the seaReporter

^

tinued news and updates on

^•/

your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE'
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite

iiV

team is playing. We may have
in-game updates,
www.twiner.com/bgntwssports
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Today in
Sports History

STAR OF THE SHOW: Coiey Domek hit .500 and had 19 kills against Texas lech last weekend

1993—Baseballs switch
to a three division format is

Falcon fans stay seated

approved by the American
League.
1955—Dodgers are the

during season opener

quickest National League
team to clinch the pennant.
1939-At 20 years old.
Bob Feller is the youngest
player to win 20 games.

The List
This weekend marked the
Mid-American Conference
coaching debut of five new
coaches. Today we look at
which coaches had the best
debut:

1. Dave Clawson: BG's
new coach was the only one
«

to win his MAC coaching

'.!.'.

;

::

■■■

''

HISTORY: Goalie Aleia Atsenault notched her 18th career complete-match shutout, setting a new school record

debut defeating Troy 31-14.
despite being a 7-point underdog entering the contest.

2. Tim Beckman:
Despite losing his coaching
debut, the Rockets had strong
offensive showing for their
new coach putting up 31
points and gaining 493 yards.

3. Ron English: While
Eastern Michigan trailed
Army 13-0 at the half, they
did tie the Golden Knights in
the second half with 14 points,
but test 27-14.

4. Mike Haywood:
While they were playing a
bigger and faster Kentucky
team, Miami still failed to
score and lost 42-0.

5. Stan Parrish: Last
season he lost as an interim
head coach in Ball State's
bowl game, this year he lost
their opener to North Texas,
who went 1-11 last season.

Arsenault sets record as Falcons
post pair of shutouts on weekend
By Angtlo Vtlotta
Reporter

The BG women's soccer team had
a successful weekend as they ousted Detroit 4-0 Friday and Indiana
Purdue Fort Wayne 1-0 Sunday.
The Falcons improved to 3-2,
breaking over .500 for the first
time this season.
"We need to be realistic," said
coach Andy Richards. "Ilt's a|
major feat to beat a Big Ten team. If
you asked me where we'd be | right
now] I would have said 3-2."
Goalie Aiexa Arsenault played
over 60 minutes in one game and a
complete game in the other. Becca
Ison relieved Arsenault for the last
30 minutes of the game in Detroit,
but Arsenault was able to set a
school-record with her shutout
Sunday. She became the goalie
with the most complete-match
shutouts in school history, breaking Frika Flanders' record which

"We need to be realistic. [It's a] major
feat to beat a Big Ten team."
Andy Richards | Coach

only goal being scored by Megan
she set from 1999-2002.
That was just one of the many Amann.
Richards spoke highly of the
highlights of the weekend. The
rout on Detroit was complete with IPFW program, who they beat last
a three-goal second half and goals year 4-0.
from fourdifferent players. Colleen
"They're a very much improved
Kordan, Leah lohnson, Katie program," he said.
BG didn't look as fluid as they
Stevenson and Katelyn Tinner all
did Friday, but they still pulled out
scored for BG.
"Four different goal scorers is the.win.
"Friday was a better transitional
encoHraging," Hichards said.
The team faced the challenge of game," Richards said. "We had to
playing on Detroit's turf but were gut it out Sunday. It was a scruffy
win."
ready for it.
The Falcons will now prepare
"|VVe were| fortunate to practice on the football turf all week," for their first weekend with all
home games as they host in St.
Richards said.
The Falconscame home Sunday Bonaventure and Youngstown
and defeated IPFW 1-0, with the State.

With 9:29 left in the first
quarter Thursday night, the
Falcons trailed the Troy
Trojans by two touchdowns,
and I looked to the nearest
exit. I had no intentions of
leaving; however, I was curious to see how many of the
14,514 fans in attendance felt
differently.
1 looked at the scoreboard,
staring at the numbers one
and four. I thought about how
those numbers represented
more than 14 points BG had
surrendered to the Trojans
in less than six minutes. I
thought afjout how frustrating last season's 1-4 record
at home was for everyone
involved. The one and four
on the scoreboard made it

seem like we were destined for
another long venture across the
intramural fields after suffering
through yet another loss.
I looked at the exit one more
time. I didn't see anybody leave
though. I knew Ohio State
wasn't scheduled to kick off for
another 41 hours, leaving BG
fans plenty of time to go home
and change into their Terrelle
Pryor jerseys, but I was sure a 14point deficit would be enough to
scare away even the most loyal
fans. I looked back to the field,
suddenly rejuvenated with pride.
Neither the Falcons on the field
nor the ones in the stands were
ready to give up after two quick
touchdowns.
I have spent the past few
weeks urging fans to look past
last season's disappointing
results and view this season as
the start of the Dave Clawson era
for Bowling Green. Our fans did
exactly that on Thursday night,
See COLUMN I Page 7

ens soccer swept on
weekend road trip
By John Lopez
Reporter

The Falcons were out-matched
by a pair of teams from the
Bluegrass State t h is weekend, as
both Kentucky and Louisville
handed the team defeats.
BG, playing in the University
of Kentucky Invitational in
Lexington, began the weekend
against No. 25 Louisville.
The Falcons were able to hold
the Cardinals goal-less in the
first half, but parity was soon
restored after the interval, as

<

the Cardinals, led by Freddie
Braun, scored three goals in the
second period while shutting
out the Falcons.
Being out-shot 19-9. the
Falcons were forced to play in
a more defensive-minded position, something they arc not
used to.
Coach Eric Nichols knew
his team had a tough weekend
ahead and was impressed by
the Cardinals.
Sw ROAD | Page 8
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HERE YOU GO: Ben Marshall passes the ball forward over ihe weekend in a 55-12 win over Brod|»rt

4

BG rugby handles Brockport in neutral-site match
By C J Watson
Reporter

The Falcons rugby club had a
strong showing in its season
opener last Saturday, defeating
Brockport in dominating fashion 55-12 in Cleveland.
In a game featuring plent) ol
action, BG showed how potent
their offense can he. Former
coach Roger Mazzarella said
BG showed they could score
from anywhere on the Held and
proved so on multiple occasions.
BG struck early and would
never look back as they dominated Brockport from the
beginning until the final whistle. Coach Tony Mazzarella was
pleased with the team's first
outing.

"Westarted out slow, but as Ihe
game wore on. we had a little bit
better fitness and were a little bit
faster," Mazzarella said.
Wing Rocco Matter broke free
and scored a try from 50 yards
on BC's first score to take the
early lead: Nick Viviani made
the conversion. Shortly after,
Matter broke another long run
and scored a try from 25 yards
which Viviani would again successfully convert
Before halftime. Brockport
scored a try up the middle and
the conversion to make it 17-7 at
the break.
BG began the second half
with a bang as rookie Brian kean
rushed down the sideline and
scored a try within the first' 15
seconds.

Not long after. Brockporl put
more points on the board as
they rushed it up Ihe middle In
score a try.
Later in the half. BG would go
on to score three more tries from
50 yards one coming from an

interception by Dominic Mauer,

over Brockport.
"I le'saguy thai you don'l see in
the score sheet sometimes, but
he's a guy that's always where
you need him to be and around
the ball." Mazzarella said.
Brockport captain Damien
Flint had high praise for BG,
"|BG represents! the type of
program we are trying to build
at Brockport," Flint said.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKUCOM

tiw opening set as they jumped

SUCCESS

out to an early 11-3 advantage.
In the second set. the Lions
had a chance to wi n with a 24-23
In the second match against lead, but lackson wouldn't let it
Texas lech, the falcons' strong happen. She had a nice kill to tie
offense helped them roll to a 20- the score.
As a team, the Lions hit just
25.25-20.25-20,25-18 victory.
In the final two sets. BG hit .105 while BG hit .290. Kaulh
.433 and .481 to make it tough for ended up with a team-high 10
the Red Raiders to respond. As a kills and a gaudy .562 hitting
team, the Falcons held a 48-34 percentage. Helping out Kautii
advantage in digs, with Kaitlin were Domekand Cassie Berning.
lackson and Alex Zlabis adding who each had eight kills.
After the fi-1 start. Van De
Iti apiece.
Van I )e Walle was a lot happier Walle is happy with the progress
the team is making.
with that performance.
"We're learning a lot each
"Against Texas lech we were
a different team." she said. "He weekend as we see the team
got much more from our left compete." she said. "H his week
side hitters [that] match. We in practkel we'll be working
controlled the match after the on serving and passing. |We|
first set. and it was a good win can't get enough of that. Plus,
our blocking is in need ol some
for us."
Vlong with Domek's strong work."
The Falcons will play in front
performance, Luther had 12 kills
and a .478 attack percentage and of a home crowd at Anderson
Arena this weekend, hosting
Allison Kearney had 52 assists.
To close the weekend out, the the Best Western Falcon Plaza
Falcons swept Southeastern Invitational Friday and Saturday
Louisiana, 25-14, 27-25, 25-18, with Wisconsin. Northern Iowa
and Robert Morris coming to
Improving to 6-1 on the season,
BG was never reallv tested in town.
From Page 6

Christopher
Moody
Led the Falcon

Both Falcon cross counmens team with a
try teams lost to Toledo
third place finish
Friday night in BG's season
opener.
The men's team lost 40-19. Ill
Toledo runners placed first
has now won the last four meets
through fifth, while BG runagainst BG.
Junior Christopher Moody ners accounted for the next six
placed third with a time of spots.
BG junior Ashley Fischer fin15:33. Toledo junior Blisha
Kipchumba finished first at ished sixth with a time of 14:48.
Toledo sophomore Ari Fischer
15:13.
Freshman lason Salver fin- finished first at 14:01.
Five BG runners placed
ished sixth with a time of 15:42.
and junior lesse Smuda placed seventh through Ilth behind
Fischer - Carly Wells (14:57),
eighth at l(i:09.
"Obviously, I wanted to win. Andrea Pereira de Almeida
so I'm disappointed," Moody (14:58), Abhy Koch (15:02),
said. "I'm happy about most of Autumn Dettmann (15:19) and
my teammates setting personal I leather Conger (15:20).
"It was nice getting Ashley
records. We all ran hard, and no
Fischer back." Wells said.
one gave up."
Fischer was injured last
Coach Cami Wells said she
was pleased overall with how year after having a great
freshman season. But her
the men ran.
"We're in belter shape than high finish wasn't enough
last season and our effort was for the Falcons to beat the
better," Wells said. "Our hard Rockets, but the coach is not
work is showing, but we have a upset by the loss.
"As a team, this loss hurls
ways to go.
"I was impressed with how because it's not what we expectwell everyone finished, espe- ed. But Toledo just ran better
cially lason Salver. And lesse than we did," Wells said. "I'm
Simula showed tremendous not displeased in any way
though. Ihe key for us is not to
improvement tonight."
The women's team lost by a get down."
The Falcons will look for their
similar count of 40-15. Friday
was the first time BG lost to first wins of the season Saturday
Toledo in the meet's seven- when they host the Mel Brodt
Invitational at 2 p.m.
year history.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

a run by Rocco Mauer and a run
by Nick Brandenstein.
"Our team overall is at a high
B(i will welcome Ohio
Illness level for just getting stall
ed, so that's always a good sign." University to the College Park
Rugby I icldat 1 p.m.inaSalurday
Mazzarella said.
BG's top scorers were Rocco double-header. Following the
Mauer and Viviani with 20 and double header, the C-squad will
15 respectfully. Dominic Mauer. take on Davenport.
Ovet the lasl luo decides, BG
Mark Viviani, Nick Brandenstein
and Bryan Kean each scored live has posted a 29-1 record against
the Bobcats, the last loss coming
for BG.'
Center/fullback Ross Barrel three years ago in the Midwest
played a big role in BG's victory playoffs

Falcon cross country swept
Toledo in dual meet
By Brad Frank
Reporter

9

SECOND FIDDLE: While Core* Domek was the star o( the weekend, fellow senior Kaitlin
Jackson (above) also played well, recording 16 digs against Te«as Tech

As I am sure you know, the
win Thursday night served as
Clawson's first career Football
From Page 6
Bowl Subdivision win. The win
and I want to congratulate makes Clawson the eighth con
them. It was not easy to watch seculiveBG coach lo begin their
our team fall behind early, bill career with a victory.
The Falcons also captured
we stayed and cheered even
their third straight season open
louder.
Before long, Troy's lead bad Ing win after beating Minnesota
disappeared, and by the end in 2007 and Pittsburgh in 2008.
of the night, we wrapped up Fans witnessed history as
a 17-point victory that made Freddie Barnes set a neu school
singing the Alma Mater that record for receptions in a single
game with 15.
much better.
The Falcons made a state
menl before they hit the road for

COLUMN

INTERESTED IN SORORITY RECRUITMENT?

two weeks, when they return to

"Our fans did exactly that on Thursday night
and I want to congratulate them. It was not
easy to watch our team fall behind early, but
we stayed and cheered even louder."
the Doyt, they will have faced
the tough task of knocking off
a Missouri team that is coming
off an impressive season openingwin against Illinois followed
by a visit to West Virginia to face
a Marshall team with a rich tradition of excellence.
If the Falcons continue to

produce the way they did on
Thursday night. I have no doubt
that we are witnessing the start
of a new era of Bowling Green
football where it will become
a common occurrence to see
10,052 students packing the
Doyt to support our falcons as
they roll along.

Waddington Jewelers wants you to HALVE IT ALL!

6 Days Only - September 8-13

# * *

Come to
/

ntyint Out

in the Union Ballroom 202 A
Tuesday Sept. 8 @ 9:15
to learn more information and s
No matter where you go, you can't go wrong.
If you can't make it, you can always sign up online
@ www.greekbgsu.com and learn mote information.

1/2
OFF
(Yes that's 50% -OFF)
Half Our Store
We're making room for our new holiday styles

Stop in earlyfor the best selections
3/8 ct rd Diamond Studs was $500 NOW $25011
Hot Diamond Fashion Pendants As Loiv As $38!!
Diamond Engagement Ring Mountings HALF OFF!!
14k Gold Genuine Birtbstone Earrings or Pendant
was $139 NOW ONLY $69.50!!
I

v_ vwtdtfmqton

Tuesday -Friday: 10-7
Saturday: 10-5 Sunday: 12-3

139 S Main (next to Panera Bread)
Bowling Green, OH 43402

(419)354-3554

SPORTS
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The Daily Crossword Fix

TRIVIA

1 Part of a prepositional phr.
2 "The Crying Game" actor
3XXXIx V
4 Obliquely
5 About 1/3 of Maine's I-95.
e.g.
6 Hanging out. say
7 Spies
8 Drawing intro
9 Flaubert heroine
10 Words implying consequences
32
11 One pitching
13 Japanese warrior
33
14 For one
34

On October 13,
1919, BG played its
first intercollegiate
football game.
Who was the
opponent?
A. Toledo

B. Ohio University
C. Baldwin-Wallace
0. University of Michigan

ACROSS

! The BG News
Classified Ads

1 Largest oceanic dolphin
5 "__ consummation devoutly to
be wish'd": Hamlet
9 Hi-tech battler
12 Wood finishing tool
15 Brooklyn, say. briefly
16 Small program with a browser
interface
17 Surrealist Tanguy
18 Long-distance messages?
20 Prepare for storage, as a carpet
23 Barry who played Lt. Gerard on
TV's "The Fugitive"
24 "Rumor has it ..."
25 1876 Twain hero
29 Health insurance giant
30 Incredulous dying words
31 It might involve a proxy fight
38 On
39 Memory principle
40 Ice cream flavor
45 Minor, legally

419-372-6977

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
GOAL Bya'd Ebling scored the only goal for the Falcons on the weefc
DAgostino assist.

ROAD
From Page 6
"I was really impressed how
they played." Nichols said.
"They have a great style and are
coached very well.'
The Falcon's best play came in
the first half as both teams took
their chances.
Senior Thomas McLean and
Cameron llepple both had a
chance to give the Falcons a lead
but were denied by the post on
both occasions.
Keeping them in the game
was the play of redshirt fresh
man leff Smoker, who did not
allow a goal on six shots.
Left back Tyler Deal thought
the Falcons as a whole needed
to improve in order to contend
with the likes of Louisville.
"1 don't think that they are better soccer players than we are.'
Deal said. "But they are a better
soccer team."
The Falcons were back at it
on Sunday against tournamenthost Kentucky.
BCi was once again no match
for the more experienced side,
as Kentucky's long ball tactics
forced the Falcons to defend
their own goal throughout the
game, eventually losing 4-1.

Senior lacob Lawrence, in his
lirst game back from a pulled
groin, had a difficult first half,
picking up an early yellow card.
then misreadinga header, which
led to a Kentucky goal.
"I think we all realized we had
made mistakes. Kentucky just
outworked us." Lawrence said.
"Hut it's great to play teams like
this; it shows us where we need
to improve."
All was not lost though, as
the Falcons grabbed a goal late
in the game, as freshman loay
DAgostino assisted a Byard
Ebling strike.
Nichols thinks that these
results may have a positive result
on his players in the future.
"If we just forget about this,
it will just be a miserable result,"
Nichols said. "But if we remember this weekend and use it to
improve our game, then it will
be good for us."
"(!ood teams rarely get
better from wins, but almost
all teams get better from a
loss."
Deal and Filling were named
to the all-tournament team.
The Falcons will be on
the field again this weekend
as they travel to Pittsburgh
to
face
Richmond
and

Duquesne.

Our Views
Your Views

The B(. News will not knowingly
acccpi .idvenisemerits thai <1IM tim
m ,i ic. oi sncoursM dbcrinilnMloii
■gainst any Individual <>r group tin
the bask «»t race* lex rota creodi
religion, n.ilitni.il origin, sexual nrieitialion. diviliiliiv. NKHIIS as a veieran. oi on the basis til any oilier
legally protected BUIUS.

Services Offered
RADIANCE is BG's Premier
YOGA STUDIO and WORLD
DANCE CENTER, ottering a variety
of yoga classes, yogic lifestyle, and
meditation. World dance classes
include Bellydance. Salsa, and
African for children and adults.
For registration and more info visit
www.laurashakti com
or call 419-217-6690. Fall sessions
begin Tuesday. Sept 8th
Reserve your place in class now!

Help Wanted
•BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
After-school child care staff needed.
must be available M-W-F. 3-6pm
or Tuesdays & Thursdays, 3-6pm.
Contact Sara at:
sperna@ymcatoledo org
CAMPUS MARKETERS NEEDED
Looking for outgoing, motivated
students to help market job
opportunities on campus.
SlOOOVhr. flex hours
Call 888-839-3385 for more info.

1
1
H

a
3
S

Spanish tutor needed for pre-school
student in our Perrysburg home.
Looking for dynamic and fun tutor for
our active learner Early childhood
education preferred, reliable transportation req. Contact Beth at:
bethweststamps@yahoo.com

First Month
FREE
•Near B(iSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

r*s*v

Cute I
Trendyl.

;

m.

any regular
priced item

•No contract needed

one coupon per

•$445.00 monthly

person per visit
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www.ilovetrends.com

1 or 2 BR apt avail NOW!
Long or short term lease

Call 419-354-9740
955 North Main SI,
Nice 3 BR brick ranch,
$850/mo. call 419-352-5882.

Applications will be accepted Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm in the
Personnel Department, City of Bowling Green, 304 N. Church St.,
Bowling Green, Ohio. Resumes alone are unacceptable.

%

Applications available online at:

www.bgohio.org/departments/personneldepartment/employment-opportunities
& City of BG Personnel Department
304 N. Church St. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-2399 AA/EOE
M F R-OO.'im 4 30|im i

I419I

354 6229 . bgpersonnel@bgohio org

ALE

I OFF!
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(Across From Taco Bell)

■m.
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This position is responsible lor developing programs,
implementing programs and assisting patrons ol" the
Bowling Green Training and Community Center and
maintaining a clean facility under the direction of
the Fitness Manager. Responsible for ensuring the
safety and satisfaction of fitness class customers and
enforcing all safely rules uniformly. This position
will also be responsible for staffing the Kiwanis Kids
Club at the Bowling Green Training and Community
Center. Knowledge of community center staffing and
programming related to fitness programs and services in
a municipal parks and recreation setting preferred. This
is a part-time, temporary position without fringe benefits.
Work may involve irregular hours including night and/or
weekend meetings and programs.

40% Off

•Directly across from BGSU

■ ■ ■ ■
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in the following classifications:

EVERYDAY!

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

||

1

3

Programmer for Fitness & Kiwanis Kids Club

One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes & Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

ill

3

3

Tin! City "I Bnwliny Green Perks
& Recreation Department is seeking

UP TO

15 off

■J ■ ■ IIM ijj M ■;
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$7.30 to $7.55 ESm

LOTIONS

•Local Phone included

_
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PART-TIME | TEMPORARY POSITION

JOHN NtWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

I I I I

0

S 0 H

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

tir i ID 01

*77 channel cable TV

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30. Sat: 8:30-4:00

N 0

1
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1 & 2 BR apts close to campus,
$395 & S550'mo * electric, pets OK
Avail now, call 419-708-9981

' "53 N Main next to Bar 149

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

1

Rooms low as $225/mo, 2 blcks from
univ. 1.2 BR low as $450/mo.
Also 1/1/10-1 &2 BRapts.
Carlyrentals.com/ call 419-353-0325.

TRENDS! ** Wave

419.352.5211
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1 & 2 BR apts. quiet neighborhood.
Contact Susan for specials at'
419-841-9816 or 419-345-4768

•CALL 'OR DETAILScieo* cat. roqutrod • 3 -north nwwnun

a4,h for Rons

Lorninraiitco.com
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For Rent

Tan for as low
as $15 a month

fiplret Sapl 30 ?009

.419-352-7691 a

n
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Waitresses/bartenders needed at
Doc's Restaurant Apply in person at
18625 Main St, Tontogany,
419-823-4081

2 mars FOR $501

Purses • Accessories • Laptop cases • Dresses

•All utilities paid

0

City of Bowling Green

• ONE TIME PURCHASE -

1 Week Free

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

•Fully Furnished
•Frig & Micro
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1 BR apt. 854 8th SI. $410 /mo. +
elec w/ $410 security dep. No pets.
Call 419-392-3354

TanningCenterBG.com

Spacious Efficiency Unit

0

3 S

Opening tor on-cali finishing position
at Century Marketing in BG.
1 st or 2nd shift poss, minim wage.
Go to: careers@cmcgp.com

*»THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

^fl

A

s a

•BG'S Newest Boutiques*-.
I Bdrms./Studios

V A N 3
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MIKE'S PARTY MART
A popular, fun. friendly, family owned
business In BG has 2 part-time sales
clerk positions avail. 12-24 hrs./wk.
Must be friendly, neat, honest, dependable, good work ethic, desire
steady employment thru the year &
be avail, weekends & some week
nights Apply Wed. 9/9 & Thurs. 9/10
between 8am-5pm at 834 S. Main,
BG (Located in Big Lots Plaza).
419-352-9259

/■P TANNING
|^P CENTER

IVYW00DAPTS.1

ANSWERS

For Rent

W> SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available

BGYiews

50

Help Wanted

32 Rooms fluailable!!

online i

42
43
44
47
49

Help Wanted

Use yout package at any ol our locations

and
Bowling Green

36
37
40
41
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-njlf THE

<» THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

35

19 Early ABC show, for
short
20 Sumptuous
21 Firs! state admitted
to the Union from the
Northwest Territory
22 Longevity
25 Saw things?
26 Emperor who deposed
Pope John XII
27 Mindanao peak: Abbr
28 Czech composer Josef
46 When Ovid's "Ars Amatoria"
is believed to have been published
47 Notable show biz sisters
48 Home of the NBAs Thunder
53 Landing
54 Might achieve
58 Letter-bottom abbr.
59 78 half
60 "Silent Spring" subj.
61 River to the Seine
62 Singer born Eithne Patricia Ni
Bhraonam

J^f^^-'-v^ &C, W 1980

BGSU

15 Yet

Europe's _ de
Geneve
Vicarious feeling
Singly
Nix
Qatar dignitary
Soaks, as flax
Exhausted
How many Colonial
debts were paid
Choose
Slope contraptions
Bavarian beef?
Nub
" _ Be Back With
You": Steve Forbert
song
Half a fish
Just like that
Supervision
Woodsman's makeup
At least one
Hot spot?
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